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Symbols and Abbreviations 
The following symbols and abbreviations, and others approved for the Système International d'Unités (SI), are used 
without definition in the reports by the Division of Subsistence. All others, including deviations from definitions 
listed below, are noted in the text at first mention, as well as in the titles or footnotes of tables, and in figure or figure 
captions. 
Weights and measures (metric) 
centimeter cm 
deciliter  dL 
gram  g 
hectare ha 
kilogram kg 
kilometer km 
liter  L 
meter m 
milliliter mL 
millimeter mm 
  
Weights and measures (English) 
cubic feet per second ft3/s 
foot  ft 
gallon gal 
inch  in 
mile  mi 
nautical mile nmi 
ounce oz 
pound lb 
quart qt 
yard  yd 
  
Time and temperature 
day  d 
degrees Celsius °C 
degrees Fahrenheit °F 
degrees kelvin K 
hour  h 
minute min 
second s 
  
Physics and chemistry 
 all atomic symbols 
alternating current AC 
ampere A 
calorie cal 
direct current DC 
hertz Hz 
horsepower hp 
hydrogen ion activity (negative log of) pH 
parts per million ppm 
parts per thousand ppt, ‰ 
volts V 
watts W 

General 
 all commonly-accepted abbreviations 

e.g., Mr., Mrs., AM, PM, etc. 
 all commonly-accepted professional 

titles  e.g., Dr., Ph.D., R.N., etc. 
Alaska Administrative Code AAC 
at  @ 
compass directions: 
 east E 
 north N 
 south S 
 west W 
copyright © 
corporate suffixes: 
 Company Co. 
 Corporation Corp. 
 Incorporated Inc. 
 Limited Ltd. 
District of Columbia D.C. 
et alii (and others)  et al. 
et cetera (and so forth) etc. 
exempli gratia (for example) e.g. 
Federal Information Code FIC 
id est (that is) i.e. 
latitude or longitude lat. or long. 
monetary symbols (U.S.) $, ¢ 
months (tables and figures):        first three 

 letters (Jan,...,Dec) 
registered trademark ® 
trademark ™ 
United States (adjective) U.S. 
United States of America (noun) USA 
U.S.C. United States Code 
U.S. state        use two-letter abbreviations 
  (e.g., AK, WA) 

Measures (fisheries) 
fork length FL 
mideye-to-fork MEF 
mideye-to-tail-fork METF 
standard length SL 
total length TL 
  
Mathematics, statistics 
all standard mathematical signs, symbols 

and abbreviations 
alternate hypothesis HA 
base of natural logarithm e 
catch per unit effort CPUE 
coefficient of variation CV 
common test statistics (F, t, χ2, etc.) 
confidence interval CI 
correlation coefficient (multiple) R  
correlation coefficient (simple) r  
covariance cov 
degree (angular ) ° 
degrees of freedom df 
expected value E 
greater than > 
greater than or equal to ≥ 
harvest per unit effort HPUE 
less than < 
less than or equal to ≤ 
logarithm (natural) ln 
logarithm (base 10) log 
logarithm (specify base) log2,  etc. 
minute (angular) ' 
not significant NS 
null hypothesis HO 
percent % 
probability P 
probability of a type I error (rejection of the 

null hypothesis when true) α 
probability of a type II error (acceptance of 

the null hypothesis when false) β 
second (angular) " 
standard deviation SD 
standard error SE 
variance  
 population Var 
 sample var 
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INTRODUCTION 
In January 2010, the Alaska Board of Game (BOG) will consider 4 proposals that address 
hunting for Alaska Native religious ceremonies that are part of a funerary or mortuary cycle. 
These ceremonies are often referred to as “potlatches.” This report provides background for these 
proposals and is organized into 2 parts. Part 1 provides general background on Alaska Native 
funerary ceremonies and includes a chronology of BOG actions regarding this issue as well as 
some definitions. Part 2 is a brief description of the potlatch as practiced by Athabascan groups 
living in east central Alaska. This report is not intended to be a comprehensive account but rather 
an outline of the ceremony to orient BOG members and provide context for the discussion. 

The use of wild game for funeral potlatches, memorial potlatches, and other funerary ceremonies 
is a longstanding practice within some Alaska Native groups, particularly Athabascan and Tlingit 
groups. Every year, wildlife is harvested for these ceremonies. Existing regulations 
accommodate specific ceremonies, such as the Koyukon Athabascan celebration of the 
Nuchalawoyya (5 AAC 92.053) or the ceremony known as “Stickdance” (5 AAC 92.055). The 
former is a celebration practiced only at Tanana, Alaska, and the latter is practiced at either 
Kaltag or Nulato. Other regulations allow for the harvest of big game for cultural or educational 
purposes (5 AAC 92.033, 5 AAC 92.034).  

THE PROPOSALS 
Three of the proposals address the issue of ceremonial harvest of moose Alces americanus and 
other big game in nonsubsistence areas (see Appendix A for maps of nonsubsistence areas). This 
issue is addressed in regulation at 5 AAC 92.019, “Taking of big game for certain religious 
ceremonies,” which differs from the regulations mentioned above in several ways:  First, it is a 
statewide provision; second, it is not permit based; third, it requires reporting within a specific 
period of time (15 days) following the ceremony; and fourth, it requires that hunters notify the 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) prior to hunting. 

1. Proposal 11, submitted by ADF&G, would remove the reference to customary and 
traditional use findings in 5 AAC 92.019. See Preliminary recommendations: Board of 
Game proposals, January 2010 (ADF&G 2010) for a revised version of the proposal.  

2. Proposal 12, submitted by the Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee, 
would allow the taking of moose only from game populations that have been identified as 
having customary and traditional uses. This proposal would eliminate the ceremonial 
harvest of moose in nonsubsistence areas.  

3. Proposal 13, submitted by the Tanana Chiefs Conference, would remove the reference to 
customary and traditional use findings in 5 AAC 92.019. 

4. Proposal 14, submitted by the Ahtna Tene Nene′ Customary and Traditional Use 
Committee, would establish Ahtna criteria (tribal rules) for the ceremonial harvest of big 
game in Game Management Units (GMUs) 13, 11, 12 and 20A. According to the 
proposal, the intent is to ensure that the ceremonial harvests in these GMUs are linked to 
traditional Ahtna ceremonies. 
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PART 1: GENERAL BACKGROUND, CHRONOLOGY, AND 
DEFINITIONS 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE BACKGROUND 
In 1979, the Alaska Supreme Court determined that the First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 4 of the Alaska Constitution provide protection for the taking 
of moose for use in Athabascan funeral potlatch ceremonies (Frank v. State, 604 P.2d 1068 
1979) (Appendix B). The Alaska Constitution states “No law shall be made respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof” (Article I, Section 4, Freedom 
of Religion). The state’s constitution also mandates that “Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands, and 
all other replenishable resources belonging to the State shall be utilized, developed, and 
maintained on the sustained yield principle, subject to preferences among beneficial uses” 
(Article VIII, Section 4, Sustained Yield) (see Appendix C for a chronology of BOG actions). 

1980 Board of Game Finding 80-27-GB 
In 1980, the BOG noted that in Frank v State the Alaska Supreme Court held that the taking of 
moose for use in traditional funeral potlatch ceremonies of Alaska’s Athabascan people is 
protected by both the state and federal constitutions. The BOG filed a letter of intent (08-27-GB, 
Appendix D) in which it stated:  

Before meaningful regulations governing the taking of game for religious 
ceremony can be adopted, it would be desirable to have an authoritative study of 
all religious ceremonies in which game meat is used, for all Native groups and 
subgroups, from all communities in the state where such religious ceremonies are 
practiced.  

The BOG concluded that it was preferable not to adopt regulations governing the taking of game 
for religious ceremonies until definitive guidelines could be established. The BOG also 
recommended that the taking of game for religious ceremony should be informally administered 
by the Alaska Department of Public Safety Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection. In the 
interim, the BOG decided, guidelines established by the court in the Frank v. State case provided 
sufficient direction for the Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection and ADF&G to allow the 
taking of game for religious purposes. 

Based upon this letter of intent, the BOG subsequently adopted in regulation 5 AAC 92.015 
[1980 numbering], “Funeral potlatch report.” This regulation provided that "… any person who 
takes a moose for a funeral potlatch as authorized by Frank v. State 604 P.2d 1068 (Alaska 1979) 
shall, as soon as practicable, and not later than 15 days after the taking of the moose, submit a 
report to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, P.O. Box 3-2000, Juneau, Alaska 99802, or 
the nearest office of the department, specifying the name and address of the person taking the 
moose, the date and location of take, and the name of the decedent for whom the potlatch was 
held." This regulation remained in effect until 1996, when it was substantially revised based on 
input by affected parties, the public, and ADF&G.  

In 1995, the ADF&G commissioner advanced an initiative that explored regulations on the 
taking of wildlife for use in Alaska Native religious ceremonies. This was in response to an 
effort by the Tanana Chiefs Conference to amend the federal Native American Religious 
Freedom Act. 
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1996 Board of Game Finding 96-98-BOG 
In 1996, the BOG determined that protections for the use of moose in Athabascan funeral 
potlatch ceremonies should be extended to other big game animals used as food (Appendix E), 
and extended to all Alaskan residents for use in Alaska Native funerary and mortuary 
ceremonies. The BOG also adopted regulations that provided for a harvest report due after the 
ceremony. 

2002 Board of Game Actions 
In 2002, the BOG added a requirement to 5 AAC 92.019, “Taking of big game for certain 
religious ceremonies,” for prior notification when taking game for religious ceremonies. In 
addition, the BOG also established the Koyukon Potlatch Ceremony regulation (5 AAC 92.017), 
which does not require prior notification. The BOG directed ADF&G to publicize the game 
populations for which the taking of a big game animal would be inconsistent with sustained yield 
principals. The BOG also added a reference to 5 AAC 99.025, “Customary and traditional uses 
of game populations” to 5 AAC 92.019, as well as the requirement of a positive customary and 
traditional finding before a species could be taken for religious ceremonies. 

Current Regulations 
Currently there are 4 regulations governing the taking of big game for religious ceremonies. Two 
do not require a permit:  

• 5 AAC 92.019 Taking of big game for certain religious ceremonies (Eff. 8/8/87, 
Register 103; am 6/28/96, Register 138; am 7/1/2002, Register 162; am 7/1/2003, 
Register 166).). 

• 5 AAC 92.017 Koyukon Potlatch Ceremony (Eff. 7/1/2003, Register 166). 

Permits are required for the following ceremonies:  

• 5 AAC 92.053 Permit to take moose for Nuchalawoyya Potlatch. This regulation 
provides for a permit for up to 3 moose per regulatory year for this potlatch ceremony 
practiced only in Tanana (Eff. 6/14/89, Register 110; am 8/10/91, Register 119; readopt 
5/13/93, Register 126). 

• 5 AAC 92.055 Stickdance permit, which provides for up to 3 moose per regulatory year 
for this ceremony which is held alternatively in either Kaltag or Nulato, with a year 
between each ceremony (Eff. 10/27/90, Register 116; am 8/10/91, Register 119). 

It should be noted that in addition to Frank v. State there have been other legal challenges to the 
taking of moose for potlatches. In 1985, the Tanana Chiefs Conference brought suit against the 
State of Alaska to challenge the ban on hunting moose out of season for memorial potlatches. In 
1989, a federal court ruled that the taking of moose for memorial potlatches is a religious 
freedom protected under the First Amendment. This decision was subsequently overturned on 
appeal and it continues to be illegal to take moose out of season for memorial potlatches.  

Similarly, legal sanction of taking moose for the Nuchalawoyya potlatch also began in court (cf. 
Native Village of Tanana v. Cowper, U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, No. 90-35454, W. 
945 F2d 409). After an agreement by both parties to dismiss the case and provide the BOG the 
opportunity to develop appropriate regulations, the BOG adopted 5 AAC 92.055 in response to a 
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1989 proposal These regulations allow for the taking of up to 3 moose for the ceremony known 
as Nuchalawoyya.  

While not based on a legal challenge, regulations providing for the taking of up to 3 moose per 
regulatory year for the potlatch ceremony known as Stickdance were adopted in 1990.  

DEFINITIONS 
The ADF&G Division of Subsistence offers the following definitions, as found in the American 
Heritage Dictionary (American Heritage Dictionary 2004 [Dell reissue edition]). In all cases, the 
primary definition is presented here. 

Ceremony – A formal act performed as prescribed by ritual, custom, or etiquette.  

Rite – The prescribed form for conducting a religious or other solemn ceremony. 

Ritual –The prescribed form of a ceremony (note: the fourth definition offered is “A customary 
or regular procedure”). 

Religion – Belief in and reverence for a supernatural power or powers regarded as a creator or 
governor of the universe.  

The division suggests that religious ceremonies, potlatches, or rituals might be defined as 
“sacred, set apart, and formal sets of rites with religious expressions established by custom or 
authority within a group, distinguished from the ordinary day-to-day taking of wild fish and 
game by families for food.” 

ALASKA NATIVE FUNERARY CEREMONIES 
There are several types of Alaska Native funerary ceremonies in Alaska. The terms “funerary” 
and “mortuary” are used interchangeably in the literature, and refer to ceremonies connected 
with the death or burial of a person, or the commemoration of a deceased person. Types of 
formalized funerary ceremonies practiced in Alaska Native communities include, but are not 
limited to: 

• Funeral potlatches, 

• 20-day feasts, 

• 40-day feasts, 

• Memorial potlatches, and 

• Pay-off potlatches. 

Principal Alaska Native Groups with Formal Funerary Ceremonies 
Figure 1 presents a map of groups by language area.  

Athabascan 

Ahtna 

Dena′ina or Tanaina 

Deg Hit′an and Holikachuk 

Han 
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Gwitch′in 

Koyukon 

Tanana 

Upper Kuskokwim 

Upper Tanana 

Tanacross 

Eyak 

Tlingit 

Haida 

Tsimshian 

Yup′ik (in the Middle Kuskokwim River–Lower Yukon River area) 

 

 
Figure 1.–Map of Alaska Native language groups. 

 

The funeral potlatch is usually held shortly after the death of a family member. Funeral 
potlatches are generally unanticipated events. A central feature of the ceremony is the immediate 
and proper treatment of the remains of the deceased. 
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The other types of funerary ceremonies listed above represent a second ceremony held after a 
period of time after the death of a family member. These ceremonies often complete the funeral 
cycle of special observances. Many participants have reported that they believe that the spirit of 
the deceased completes the transition from the living to the spiritual world through these 
ceremonies, which have several names, including “memorial potlatch,” “20-day” feast or 
potlatch, “40-day” feast or potlatch, and “pay-off” potlatch, feast, or party. Their observance may 
be after a specified period of grieving, such as the 20-day or 40-day feast, or it may be related to 
the status of the person—more time may be needed to prepare for the final commemoration of 
important persons. People who have supported the immediate family through the time of their 
loss receive formal thanks and recompense. The rift in the community created by the death of an 
individual is made whole again. 

PART 2: THE ATHABASCAN POTLATCH AS PRACTICED IN 
EAST CENTRAL ALASKA  

The potlatch is a religious and social event of unparalleled significance in Athabascan culture. 
The word “potlatch” refers to a ritualized distribution of gifts and food.1  

Wild foods are vital element of the potlatch. Moose-head soup is often the culinary centerpiece, 
but every kind of wild food is served, including various species of ducks, geese, whitefishes, 
salmon, sheep, caribou, beavers, muskrats, bears, and berries. 

For centuries, Alaska Natives have sustained themselves on wild foods, and these foods continue 
to play an important role in the contemporary economy and culture. Most Alaska Native cultures 
hold that meat is the source of human life; thus, animals and fish are treated with great respect. 
According to one Athabascan elder, game was “put on this earth by God to feed Native people.” 
She went on to say that when she was growing up, people “lived by the land,” and that her 
parents worked hard to get food, which was why she still cared about the animals. In most 
traditional Alaska Native cultures, hunting requires a strict code of ethics, which one Athabascan 
elder characterized as “kind of like the Bible.” Another elder expressed it this way: 

[I]f we don’t treat the animal right, that’s been teached to us, we will not get so 
easy the animals…if we don’t treat the animal right, anything right, you will 
never get animals no more…  

The traditional rules governing hunting are strict: many preclude hunters, for example, from 
announcing their intention to hunt or even from referring to animals by name. 

Some traditional rules relate to the correct treatment of humans, and it is in this arena that food 
has become woven into the social fabric that binds humans together for survival. The sharing of 
food is a cardinal virtue in Athabascan culture, as it is in most Alaska Native cultures. Tradition 
says that successful hunters should share moose or caribou meat with the entire community. 
People raised in this tradition learn the importance of sharing at early age. After a child harvests 
his or her first wild game animal, he or she is expected to give all of the meat to elders.  

Wild foods are also shared at potlatches, which can be given for many reasons, the most 
important of which among the Athabascan are to bury and memorialize the dead. A funeral 

                                                 
1 Such distributions occur in almost every Alaskan Native culture but the information presented here pertains specifically to Athabascan cultures 

of east central Alaska. This information is from an ADF&G Division of Subsistence Resource Specialist’s personal attendance at Athabascan 
potlatches from the early 1970s to the present, and from research conducted for his doctoral degree in anthropology. 
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potlatch is always held immediately following a funeral and the memorial potlatch is usually 
held within one year of the funeral. Both funeral and memorial potlatches are often attended by 
hundreds of people. Funeral or memorial potlatches held in the upper Tanana River and Copper 
River areas often draw guests from as far as Whitehorse, Nenana, Minto, Eagle, Anchorage, and 
Fairbanks.  

The sequence of events for a funeral or memorial potlatch follows a prescribed pattern that 
includes feasting, oratory, singing, dancing, and a distribution of gifts. When a member of the 
community dies, the decedent’s family, who are the potlatch hosts, announce the death, then 
people gather to console the grieving relatives. Hunters are designated by the grieving family to 
harvest moose or caribou. Meanwhile, the host family gathers additional food, gifts, and money 
necessary to hold the event. In addition to the fresh meat, there is often fish, waterfowl, an 
assortment of small game, and berries. The potlatch hosts are expected to feed all of the guests 3 
times per day for each day of the event. 

Both funeral and memorial potlatches usually last 3 days, and are often held during a weekend so 
as to accommodate the 5-day work week and to give more people the opportunity to attend. A 
memorial potlatch is similar to the funeral potlatch, but because it is a planned event, memorial 
potlatches are often much larger in terms of the amount of food and gifts distributed.  

Feasts are held every night and all of the food prepared that day is served. Most wild foods are 
prepared outdoors, by the men. This relates to traditional rules associated with the harvesting and 
processing of large animals, where it is considered bad luck for young women to handle fresh 
meat. Moose meat is cut up and boiled in large, industrial sized pots, although some of the meat 
may be fried outdoors and served at lunches. The meat from the head, including the nose and the 
tongue, is made into a soup. Fish are fried or boiled, a rich soup is made from ducks, beavers are 
baked or roasted, and muskrats are boiled or roasted. Any leftovers are distributed to the guests: 
no food is retained by the hosts. 

After the food is prepared, it is brought to the community hall. A large pot of moose-head soup is 
usually placed on the floor, near a long table on which the other food has been placed. Aisle-
wide rolls of paper are laid, like carpet runners, on the floor between the rows of guests, and 
utensils and plates are distributed. Servers walk the aisles between the guests and serve boiled 
moose meat from cardboard boxes, berries in Styrofoam cups, and hot tea from steaming pots. 
Food is often piled high on plates so guests can take it home to eat later. In fact, aluminum foil is 
often distributed at the end of the feast so that guests can wrap their food. Five-pound coffee cans 
of moose-head soup are handed out to all of the elders present. 

Once the feast is over, the ceremony continues. On the first and second night there are speeches, 
usually eulogies for the deceased, followed by dancing and singing. On the third and final night, 
there is the feast, followed by dancing and singing and then a distribution of gifts, which includes 
blankets, rifles, beadwork, and money, which the guests use to purchase fuel for their trip home. 

One purpose of the potlatch is to help the relatives of the decedent grieve; another is to assist the 
decedent in making the transition from the living to the spiritual world. One way to assist in this 
transition is for the potlatch host to feed the spirit of the decedent by throwing bits of food into 
the fire, another is to show respect for the decedent by sharing large amounts of food with the 
potlatch guests.  
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Traditionally the decedent’s blood relatives are forbidden to handle the corpse: that is the 
responsibility of the decedent’s in-laws. They are responsible for taking care of all the funeral 
arrangements, including digging the grave, building the coffin and grave fence, and performing 
the burial. This must all be done very carefully in order to show proper respect for the deceased. 
In addition, all of the potlatch guests are invited to share the burden of grief with the decedent’s 
blood relatives. To repay their in-laws and all of those who attended the funeral and potlatch the 
decedent’s relatives shower the guests with food and gifts. The blankets given away in the 
potlatch symbolize warmth and affection while the rifles symbolize the ability to feed oneself. 

Within a year after the death and funeral, a memorial potlatch must be held. This is similar to the 
funeral potlatch, but because it is a planned event, memorial potlatches are often much larger in 
terms of the amount of food and gifts distributed. 

Funerary/mortuary rituals are part of the religious tradition of many Alaska Natives. Most of the 
published information about these ceremonies was collected in the early 20th century, and 
contemporary ceremonies are generally not well documented. The information about 
contemporary Athabascan potlatches presented in this report was offered to illustrate a specific 
funerary/mortuary tradition especially related to the uses of wild foods. In summary, funeral and 
memorial potlatches are events of unparallel significance in the spiritual and social life of the 
Athabascan people of east central Alaska. Wild foods are vital elements of these ceremonies, 
which follow a rich tradition of preparing and sharing these foods.  
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APPENDIX A:  MAPS OF NONSUBSISTENCE AREAS 
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Appendix A.–Maps of current nonsubsistence areas. 
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APPENDIX B:  FRANK V. STATE 
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Appendix B.–Alaska Supreme Court decision, Frank v. State 1979. 
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APPENDIX C: CHRONOLOGY OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
ACTIONS 
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Appendix C.–Administrative summary regarding the taking of big game for religious ceremonies. 

 

Date Action 
1979 In 1979, the Alaska Supreme Court determined that the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

and Article 1, Section 4 of the Alaska Constitution provide protection for the taking of moose for 
use in Athabascan funeral potlatch ceremonies (Frank v. State, 604 P.2d 1068 (Alaska 1979)).  

1980 Board of Game Finding 80-27-GB. The Alaska Supreme Court (in Frank v State) held that taking of 
moose for use in traditional funeral potlatch ceremonies of Alaska’s Athabascan people is protected 
by both the state and federal constitutions. The Board of Game (BOG) concluded that it was 
preferable not to adopt regulations governing the taking of game needed for religious ceremonies 
and until definitive guidelines could be established, and that the taking of game for religious 
ceremonies should be informally administered by the Alaska Department of Public Safety Division 
of Fish and Wildlife Protection. In the interim, the BOG decided, guidelines established by the 
court in the Frank v. State case would provide sufficient direction for the Division of Fish and 
Wildlife Protection and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to allow the taking of 
game for religious purposes. 

1995 The ADF&G commissioner advanced an initiative that would explore regulations dealing with the 
taking of wildlife for use in Alaska Native religious ceremonies. 

1996 Board of Game Finding 96-98-BOG. The BOG determined that protections for the use of moose in 
Athabascan funeral potlatch ceremonies should be extended to other big game animals used as food, 
and extended to all Alaskan residents. The BOG adopted regulations that provide for a harvest 
report after the ceremony.  

2002 Board of Game Actions. The BOG added a requirement for prior notification when taking game for 
religious ceremonies in 5 AAC 92.019.  
The BOG also established the Koyukon Potlatch Ceremony regulation at 5 AAC  92.017, which 
does not require prior notification. 
The BOG clarified which game populations were allowed for use in religious ceremonies.  In doing 
so, the BOG added reference to 5 AAC 99.025 within regulation 5 AAC 92.019, "Taking of big 
game for certain religious ceremonies," and added a requirement of a positive customary and 
traditional use finding before a species could be taken under the provision for taking big game for 
religious ceremonies. 
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APPENDIX D:  ALASKA BOARD OF GAME FINDING 80-27-GB 
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Appendix D.–Alaska Board of Game letter of intent 80-27-GB, 1980. 
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APPENDIX E:  ALASKA BOARD OF GAME FINDING 96-98-
BOG 
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Appendix E.–Alaska Board of Game finding 96-98-BOG, 1996. 

 




